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Internal Model Control of a Domestic Microwave
for Carbon Composite Curing

James E. Green, Member, IEEE, Betime Nuhiji, Karlis Zivtins, Matthew P. Bower,
Richard V. Grainger, Richard J. Day, and Richard J. Scaife

Abstract— This paper outlines the conversion of a domestic
microwave oven for use in composite curing applications. It com-
pares several strategies for temperature control. The converted
oven has vacuum ports, connectors, and fiber optic thermocouple
sensors. Experimental data are provided for each control strategy
based on a 200 mm × 200 mm eight-ply prepreg laminate. The
degree of cure is established for the test samples by thermal
analysis techniques. Multiphysics simulation is used to model
the electromagnetic and heating effects in the system, and a
common and inexpensive method of approximating the available
microwave power is used. The low cost of the microwave com-
ponents and the ease of conversion are desirable characteristics
in this application.

Index Terms— Automatic control, composite materials, epoxy
resins, microwave heating, temperature control.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROWAVE ovens have been used to cure carbon
composite materials in research applications for a

number of years. Microwave heating continues to generate
interest due to the potential for faster, more energy-efficient
heating for many industrial processes, including the curing of
epoxies [1]. However, microwave heating still suffers from
problems with heating uniformity. The use of polymer matrix
composite materials has grown from 2% to 50% by weight
in aerospace applications in the last 50 years and is expected
to continue growing [2]. Laboratory-scale experiments have
shown very promising reductions in processing time using
microwave heating [3]. Boey and Lye [4] have modified an
autoclave to include a scanning microwave source and have
made laminates, as have Feher et al. [5]. Qiu and Hawley [6]
have processed laminates and 3-D structures in a microwave
setup.
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Many microwave heating applications generate the nec-
essary RF energy using one or more magnetrons, which
are inexpensive compared to traveling-wave tubes and solid-
state amplifiers. A notable exception is the variable-frequency
commercial systems of Lambda Technologies.1 One problem
in the control of magnetron-based heating is that a significant
dead band exists in the RF output. There is minimum available
output power, which is generally only approximately 50% of
the rated power. Below this threshold, no power is available
because the magnetron does not oscillate. This problem is
often overcome in food preparation applications by heating
for a short period of time at a moderate power, followed by a
significant period of no heating to reduce the average power
over the whole period. This is acceptable because the cooling
thermal time constant of the food is often long compared to
the heating time constant. Several composite systems have
exothermic reactions in certain temperature ranges and are
combustible in air, so a finer degree of control is desirable,
especially when a swift heating rate is desired. One of the
main costs of composite production in aerospace applications
is related to the time taken to cure parts by standard methods
in an autoclave. Interest in microwaves for curing composites
is generally centered around the high temperature ramp rates
available.

Microwaving is often considered as a kind of “volumetric
heating.” However, in lower-resistance media, such as carbon
fibers, this is not usually the case as dominantly surface
heating occurs due to skin depth considerations. Assume that
the electrical conductivity of an example composite is uniform
and dominated by the fibers. The dipole heating relies on
the existence of a strong electric field. Electric fields do
not penetrate good conductors well, so the dipole heating is
restricted, in the case of the laminates in this paper, to the
outer 3% or so of the sample. Joule heating relies on a current
flowing in the fibers and the fibers having a nonnegligible
resistance. To produce a current, an electric potential must
exist between portions of the conductor where the current
is expected to flow. As a result, only fibers near to the
surface (where the electric field exists) should be expected
to carry a current. Electrical power will be dissipated as heat
in this region only. In the case of the results in this paper,
only the outer 3% of the laminate is directly heated. The
rest of the sample is not heated. However, it will get hot
due to thermal conduction through the laminate from the

1Lambda Technologies Inc., Morrisville, NC 27560, USA.
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surface to the innermost parts. In carbon composites, this can
often happen quickly since the thermal conductivity is usually
reasonably good, even in the nonfiber direction(s). Both dipole
heating and joule heating contribute to the overall heating to
some extent. The relative contribution is dependent on the loss
tangent of the epoxy and the resistivity of the fibers. Both the
loss tangent and the resistivity are somewhat a state of cure
and temperature dependent. The high temperature ramp rate
compared to autoclaves exists despite epoxies not being very
dielectrically active as a combination of the dipole and joule
heating, caused by current induction in the fibers, heats the
material efficiently via the I 2 R losses.

During a cure cycle, it is not necessary for the microwave
applicator to heat up to the same extent as the autoclave casing.
However, maintaining very large thermal gradients inside the
oven presents nonuniform cooling problems. The thermal mass
of an autoclave is high due to its robust construction, which is
necessary to allow it to act as a pressure vessel. Pressurizing
the autoclave allows the reduction of voids in the composite by
compressing it as curing proceeds while using a high-viscosity
resin. A common pressure is 8 atm with a further 1 atm derived
from the vacuum system that surrounds each composite com-
ponent. Low void content is desirable to optimize mechanical
metrics of quality and therefore flight worthiness. A similar
effect is created by encasing the composite in a vacuum bag
inside a microwave oven and using the weight of the air press-
ing on the vacuum bag to consolidate the composite as it cures.
This is “out-of-autoclave” processing and is not limited to
microwave ovens. Out-of-autoclave processing is less effective
at compressing the resin than the positive pressure system
of the autoclave. Lower-viscosity resins are often used for
out-of-autoclave processes.

A standard autoclave may reach a maximum heating rate of
5 °C/min and take many hours to cool down. Many carbon
composites can be heated and cooled orders of magnitude
more quickly without any deleterious effects. Autoclaves are
a capital investment for their owners and, because they are
very expensive, space inside them is usually the bottleneck in
production processes.

This paper investigates techniques to control a magnetron-
based microwave heating process. We report a relatively
inexpensive approach to laboratory-scale microwave heating
using commonly available electronics systems. The objective
is to compare several control algorithms to evaluate their
suitability for minimizing the temperature ripple and overshoot
in a magnetron-derived heating process, having the capability
to develop high dT /dt in modestly sized composite parts on
the order of a vaccuum wavelength at 2.45 GHz.

In Section II, we review the use of domestic ovens in
the composite curing literature. Section III describes the
microwave modified in this work, including the hardware
modification, the real-time software architecture, and control
system design. Section IV describes an inexpensive static
water heating-based approach to RF power estimation. Two
modeling techniques to verify the water heating approach
are also reported. Section V reports experimental results of
curing carbon fiber laminates using different control strate-
gies, including multiphysics modeling of the heating of the

laminates. Section V also offers some explanation for the
nonuniformity observed in conjunction with some extra exper-
iments to verify this explanation. Section VI presents the
thermal analysis results, and Section VII discusses some of
the limitations, both of microwaving composites in general
and of using domestic ovens in research applications.

II. REVIEW OF DOMESTIC OVEN USE IN

COMPOSITES RESEARCH

Since a domestic microwave applicator supports multiple
modes, it is not trivial to determine the electric field distri-
bution in the cavity analytically. Coupled multiphysics finite-
element methods are often employed [7]. The nonuniformity of
the electric field leads to nonuniformity of heating. A uniform
electric field does not necessarily imply uniform heating,
however. The geometry and absorption characteristics of the
load as well as its thermal characteristics and, in the case of
composites, the material characteristics of the epoxy resins,
the carbon fibers and the weave structure affect the heating as
a function of time. For these reasons it may be argued that
each electromagnetic (EM) heating problem should be solved
with the design of a bespoke applicator or antenna system to
develop the desired heating profile. An alternate approach is
the use of a standard applicator design and a control system to
attempt to optimize the uniformity of heating [8]. Microwave
reflectors (mode stirrers) move inside the cavity to randomize
the field pattern and are also found in both industrial [9], [10]
and domestic ovens.

Several examples of converted domestic microwaves exist
in the literature. These have been used in composites appli-
cations [11]–[13] as well as other areas such as biological
sciences [14] and in the production of ceramics [15], [16]
and food preparation [17], [18]. However, there is little or no
discussion or comparison of the control algorithms in these
examples and there are no examples of Smith predictors used
in this application. A great deal of research exists on the use of
domestic microwaves for food preparation, for example [19].
The problem of nonuniform heating is experienced in food
preparation, for which several tests to determine the heating
uniformity have been developed [20]–[23]. Nevertheless, the
position of the load and its EM and thermal characteristics
greatly influence the results, heavily limiting their applicability
to other load materials, geometries and positions of the load
in the applicator. Epoxies used in carbon composites are
considerably less absorbing than foodstuffs which contain a
high fraction of liquid water. The relative lack of absorption in
composite loads gives rise to strong standing wave patterns and
heating uniformity problems. The relatively good conductivity
of carbon fiber results in induced currents and joule heating.
This effect is dependent on the fiber fraction and weave
structure and is exploited to cure carbon fiber by lower-
frequency methods, for example [24].

Domestic microwave ovens were initially produced using
mains frequency, transformer derived, power supplies operated
using an ON/OFF control scheme, in which only the rated
magnetron output power or no output power was available.
Graduation of the average microwave power in the applicator
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Fig. 1. CAD geometry of the microwave including a composite laminate.
Optical thermocouples are placed at points A, B, and C on top of the laminate.

was achieved by varying the ON to OFF time of the mag-
netron over the course of several thermal time constants of
the load (for example, 20 s ON, 10 s OFF). Voltage source
inverter [25] and current source inverter [26], [27] switched-
mode power supplies (SMPSs) have been proposed to reduce
weight and cost. These advantages are principally due to
the removal of the mains frequency transformer. An SMPS
approach has recently become available in mass produced
domestic microwaves. It often allows a limited range of
continuous control over the average magnetron anode current
and therefore average microwave power output. However,
a minimum anode current is required to sustain microwave
oscillation, above this threshold microwave power output is
proportional to anode current. Below the threshold, oscillation
does not occur.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MICROWAVE IN THIS WORK

The microwave used in this work is a Panasonic NN-CF778.
It has no turntable and a flat applicator “floor”. The man-
ufacture’s power electronics consist of a power factor cor-
rection circuit and a current source inverter based SMPS.
It provides a limited range of power output control (nominally
450 W–1 kW). The magnetron maximum output power is
nominally 1 kW at 2.45 GHz. The internal applicator dimen-
sions are 354 mm (W ) × 325 mm (D) × 207 mm (H ). The
microwave consists of several parts. The magnetron output
enters a waveguide via an E-plane coupler that is modeled
as a simple rectangular port in Fig. 1. The waveguide passes
under the applicator ending approximately in the center of the
applicator. A low power synchronous motor rotates a metallic
coupling piece at 5 rpm. The motor shaft is sheathed in plastic
and the motor body is electrically connected to the waveguide
broad wall. The coupling piece, which is mechanically coupled
to the motor shaft via the plastic sheath, protrudes through a
hole in the waveguide E-plane surface and into the bottom
of the applicator. Energy is coupled from the waveguide into
the coupling piece as an induced current this then reradiates
energy into the applicator. The electric field in the applicator
is redistributed as a function of time due to the rotation of
the coupling piece. The floor of the applicator is a ceramic

Fig. 2. System architecture.

plate which covers the coupling piece and acts as an RF
window. This oven appears to be one possible implementation
of European Patent EP 2 348 257 B1.

A. Hardware Modification

A system diagram of the modified microwave equipment is
shown in Fig. 2. The key modifications are as follows.

1) Isolate the SMPS control signals from the OEM embed-
ded system and replace with signals derived from a
custom embedded system, having been suitably level
shifted by some trivial circuitry.

2) Short circuit the contactors of a power relay, which
disconnects mains power after 8 min of inactivity on
the OEM embedded system user interface.

3) Connect the magnetron cooling fan across the mains
power inlet (so that it runs continuously).

4) Fabricate and attach microwave chokes to admit the
vacuum lines and fiber optic thermocouples (FOTs).
The FOT unit is an Osensa FTX-300, having calibrated
accuracy of at least ±0.10 °C, and precision 0.01 °C.

5) The coupling disk motor power supply is connected
directly across the ac mains supply and it rotates
continuously.

Care has been taken to ensure some key features are not
interrupted, including the door interlock mechanism, electron-
ics related to the door interlock, the structure of the door, and
the microwave choke.

To find the appropriate drive waveforms to control the OEM
power supply, the microwave was run from its front panel
using the various cooking power settings while observing the
input signals to the SMPS. The SMPS is controlled by a fixed-
frequency variable duty cycle pulsewidth modulation (PWM),
in which the frequency is 222 Hz and a duty cycle of 30%
represents approximately 450-W microwave applicator power
and 70% represents approximately 1000 W. “Low” power
and “Defrost” mode still require the use of ON/OFF control
over long time periods, as the time-averaged power in the
applicator is less than the 450-W minimum that the magnetron
can produce while sustaining oscillation.

B. Embedded Control System and PC Software

The embedded system is a National Instruments
sbRIO-9636 platform composed of 400-MHz processor
running VxWorks with 256-MB RAM and a Xilinx Spartan 6
LX45 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) clocked
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Fig. 3. System photograph. A: Osensa FOTs. Waveguide ports provide
mechanical support for the optical fiber and do not support 2.45-GHz
propagation. B: Panasonic microwave applicator. C: Desktop PC (for process
monitoring by the user). D: Embedded controller including NI sbRIO-9639
(front) and breakout boards (back). The mode stirrer between A and B in the
roof of the applicator was added after the work reported here.

Fig. 4. Real-time system software architecture.

at 40 MHz. The PC is a standard workstation; quad core
Intel second generation i5 × 64, 3.3-GHz clock frequency
with 4-GB RAM. The PC connects via TCP/IP to the
embedded system. All aspects of the system are programmed
in LabView or Labview RT.

A labeled photograph of the system is shown in Fig. 3, and
the real-time system software architecture is outlined in Fig. 4.
In this block diagram, each box represents a loop which, with
the exception of the initialization of the FPGA, runs from just
after power is applied until power is removed. The automatic
control and temperature readback loops have priority over
all others and are programmed for a guaranteed execution
rate. The FPGA is serviced by the watchdog loop. If the
real-time computer crashes, the FPGA reboots the real-time
computer automatically and puts the microwave SMPS into
a safe state. The FPGA runs a simple finite state machine
that generates the required PWM signal. The state machine
on the FPGA is monitored by the FPGA monitoring loop
in the RT system. The temperature, control parameters and
system state are decimated and saved to SD Card as plain
text with 1-s resolution. The interface with the PC administers
a TCP/IP connection and the queued message handler sends

messages to the other loops, based on the data received from
the experimenter’s PC. Representative data are sent to the PC
directly. This data is not saved as it is only required if the
experimenter is monitoring the process. The set point profile
and control configurations are saved on the real-time computer
making it entirely autonomous after the start of a cure cycle.

C. Control Modes

The automatic control loop includes several control algo-
rithms. A “Manual” allows the microwave applicator power to
be selected by the user. There is no automatic control in this
mode. A widely used discretized PID controller with filtering
on the differential gain [28] is implemented with a sampling
rate of 0.1 s. A PID + Smith predictor is also implemented
using the same discretized PID controller as above but coupled
to an internal model of the system [29]–[31].

The objective of a Smith predictor is to permit the PID
controller to act on the plant without the influence of the
system delays. The system model is shown in Fig. 5 and
includes the oven power electronics/magnetron delay (a thresh-
old delay), composite thermal mass and heating and cooling
time constants, which are different from each other. The
model also includes the delay in measuring the temperature
due to the latency of the optical thermocouple and the heat
transfer into the thermocouple tip. The heating time constant is
dominated by surface heating in this work. The high electrical
conductivity of the carbon fibers (see Table II) in the laminate
reduces the skin depth to approximately 44 µm. The heating
of the composite is restricted to the outer 3% of its volume.
The inner parts are heated by thermal conduction from the
outer parts. The heating time constant is still considerably
shorter than the cooling time constant, even for a high surface
area to volume ratio structure such as a thin laminate. This is
ascribed to the thermal insulation provided by the air in the
cavity and the breather material. The cooling time constant is
dependent on heat transfer from the surface of the composite
conduction/convection/radiation into the bagging materials and
then into the air in the applicator. The saturation model
prevents the power demand exceeding the maximum the oven
can deliver and prevents it falling below zero in the case of
unexpected or unbounded inputs. The threshold delay model
accounts for the time required to build sufficient space charge
in the magnetron for oscillation to begin. This delay is only
experienced when switching on the magnetron, thereafter the
power can be changed or removed almost instantly from a
control perspective.

The final control algorithm is a windowed square law con-
troller, which operates as follows: if the measured temperature
is more than the window width below the set point, full power
is applied. If the measured temperature is above the set point,
no power is applied. If the temperature is within the window
region, the power applied is proportional to the square of the
difference between the set point and measured temperature.
The window is defined as a percentage of the set point. This
controller has been used with and without an integrator. This
controller is included because it has previously been used
successfully by Papargyris et al. [32] and is also similar to one
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Fig. 5. Smith predictor control structure.

of the control strategies available on the industrial microwaves
supplied by Vötsch.2

The parameters of the control system models are determined
from open loop step response testing. The magnetron space
charge build-up delay is 3 s. The delay in measuring a
temperature rise on the sample after microwave power is
applied to the applicator is 10.6 s. The cooling time constant
and the heating modifier are approximately 1100 and 900 s,
respectively. The thermal mass parameter of the composite is
empirically determined by applying the minimum continuous
power (450 W) and observing the temperature rise, which is
linear over modest temperature changes if the losses do not
appreciably change. The quotient of the temperature rise and
the input power is used as the thermal mass parameter. The
thermal mass parameter is verified by running a cure cycle
while recording the microwave power applied in the applicator
and the composite temperature. The time average of the power
coupled with the recorded temperature across the cycle can be
used to corroborate the step response test value for the thermal
mass parameter. For certain epoxy systems across certain
temperature ranges the thermal mass may appear negative as
the composite will self-heat due to the exothermic nature of the
curing reaction. No attempt to include the chemical reaction
in the model has been made so far. In this paper, the thermal
mass is assumed constant and is the aggregate value taken
over the whole of the cycle. This does not appear to affect the
controller appreciably for the temperature ramp rates used in
this work.

IV. AVAILABLE POWER ESTIMATION

To avoid increasing the cost of the system, power is
not measured but estimated. A common method for power
measurement in heating applications is insertion of a direc-
tional coupler and thermistors to measure a known fraction
of the forward and reflected power. Including this equipment
increases the cost and complexity of the system and requires
some careful design, as the waveguide components used in the
domestic microwave are not standard shapes. For simplicity,

2Vötsch Industrietechnik, Balingen, Germany.

a water heating method is used to estimate the available power
in the cavity assuming all the power is absorbed in the load.

The load is 500 g water at approximately 20 °C starting
temperature in a cylindrical polypropylene tub without a
lid. The water is heated from the starting temperature to
approximately 60 °C at various nominal power levels. Two
temperature measurements are taken in the water and one
in the cavity air. After heating, the water is immediately
stirred with a steel teaspoon in an attempt to homogenise the
temperature. The heating data are processed twice. First, a
simple calculation is used, which utilizes the start and end
time of the heating process, the mass of water, the heat
capacity of the water and the average of the two starting
temperature measurements subtracted from the two ending
temperature measurements. The second method uses a coupled
finite element EM and heating simulation. First, a 3-D FE
is conducted using full CFD on the water and the air in the
cavity as a function of the heating effect. This computationally
intensive simulation is used to obtain the Nusselt number
for the water and polypropelyene tub. The full CFD of the
water and surrounding air takes approximately 90 min on the
simulation PC for one input power. This allows a simpler
simulation to be used that does not model convective heat loss
directly but uses an adjustment to the conductive heat losses
to account for convection. Radiation is not modeled as the
temperatures are low and radiative heat loss is not a significant
effect. The Nusselt number is constant, provided the geometry
of the heated parts (the water) do not change. Having obtained
the Nusselt number, the computationally simpler simulation is
run for a number of microwave power levels to compare with
laboratory water heating experiments.

The relationship between the coupled FE simulations and
simplified heating calculations are shown in Fig. 6 as a func-
tion of the nominal heating power. The disparity is believed
to be principally due to the error created by inhomogeneity
in the heating requiring an averaging of several temperature
measurements, as well as errors judging when heating begins
and ends compared to when RF power is first applied and
ceases. There is a delay in the reaction of the temperature
probes to the input power. The simple timed heating approach
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Fig. 6. Water heating experiments to determine available cavity power. Black
solid triangles: temperature change as a function of time calculation. Red solid
circles: finite element-based power estimate using the adjusted Nusselt number
as described in the text.

Fig. 7. Partial layup prior to bag sealing. The bag is inserted into the
microwave in this orientation (bottom of photograph closest to the door). A top
layer of breather material is added and the upper part of the bag is folded
down to seal against the “tacky tape.” The PTFE vacuum port is inserted prior
to sealing the bag by using scalpel to make a small X-shaped hole through
which the threads of the port pass sealing against a rubber washer (see Fig. 8).

provides an answer approximately 7% higher except for the
600-W experiment, which is 13%. Since the controllers used
in this paper take the temperature as the process variable,
the exact value of power is not of great importance. However,
in industrial microwave processes it is common to monitor the
cavity power.

V. COMPOSITE CURING RESULTS

The laminates used in this paper are 200 mm × 200 mm ×
1.5 mm, consisting of eight-ply of Cycom 5320-1 plain weave
prepreg in [0, 90] arrangement. This material is produced
by Cytec Solvay Group. The cure cycle recommended by
the manufacturer is up to 2.8 °C/min ramp up to 121 °C,
dwell for 3 h to cure the material, and ramp up to 177 °C
for 2 h post cure. The ramp has been increased slightly to
3 °C/min; otherwise the cure cycle meets the manufacturers’
specification. The laminates are laid up according to standard
out-of-autoclave practices using a vacuum bag and release
films in a manner similar to Li et al. [33]. A layup is shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 8, the position of the FOTs can be
seen entering from the left and these locations are constant for
all experiments. One is positioned at the front of the laminate,
approximately 2.5 cm from the edge, one in the middle, and

Fig. 8. Bagged composite prior to curing. Three FOTs enter the left side of
the bag from the top of the oven; the vacuum port is situated at the back right-
hand side. The composite is covered with release film, wrapped in breather
and bagged. “Tacky tape” seals the bag and vacuum line. The vacuum puck
is microwave-transparent PTFE.

one at the back (see Fig. 1). Unlike Li who used “tacky tape”
to shield the edges of the carbon fiber, the edges in this work
are shielded using a sticky backed aluminum foil (Fig. 7).
Great care must be taken to avoid stray fibers entering during
the bagging-up process as these interact with the electric field
in the applicator immediately after switch-ON, leading briefly
to the creation of plasma around the fibers and the loss of
vacuum bag integrity.

The main objective of this paper is to assess the con-
trol strategies suited to a low cost microwave process. The
three control strategies have been used to cure the laminates
described above. The process control parameter in each case
was the mean of three thermocouple readings. The metric
of quality of the control strategy is the absolute error. This
is calculated by taking the absolute value of the difference
between the set point and the measured temperature for each
data point. The absolute error can be used to derive the mean
squared error over a particular region of the set point profile
for example, ramps and dwells.

The PID control data are shown in Fig. 9, where the black
dashed line is the set point, the red solid line is the measured
temperature, and the blue dotted line is the absolute error
calculated using

E(i) = |SP(i) − MT(i)|. (1)

SP(i) is the set-point value at the i th sample and MT(i) is
the measured temperature at the i th sample. The sample rate
of the controller is 0.1 s. The relative merit of each control
strategy is evaluated in Table I, which compares the mean
absolute error of ramp functions and dwells for each control
strategy.

The Smith predictor control strategy experimental data are
shown in Fig. 10. The PID controller in this strategy has the
same gain settings as the standard PID case. The PID para-
meters were chosen by experimental step response testing of
a sacrificial laminate of the same dimensions and material
as the experiments shown herein, and by use of a simulator
written to mimic the control strategy while also allowing
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TABLE I

MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR FOR EACH CONTROL STRATEGY FOR EACH SECTION OF THE CURE CYCLE

Fig. 9. PID control data of the cure cycle on the laminate described in the
text. Black dashed line: set-point profile, red solid line: measured temperature,
and blue dotted line: absolute error calculated by the method given in the text.

Fig. 10. Smith predictor control data of the cure cycle on the laminate
described in the text. Black dashed line: set-point profile, red solid line:
measured temperature, and blue dotted line: absolute error calculated by the
method given in the text. The upper plot shows an inset of the cure portion
of the cycle.

robustness simulation by implementing delay differences and
time constant differences between the simulated plant and the
internal model of the plant in the controller. The effects of
Gaussian additive noise on the temperature measurement and
the effects of temperature measurement error are also included
in the simulation.

The windowed proportional square controller (PSC) results
are shown in Fig. 11. The PSC strategy performs poorly in this
application. This method of control is included for comparison
and, lacking an integrator, results in steady-state error. The
window is chosen as 15% of the set point and the coefficient of
the square law in the window region is 0.57. These parameters
were selected empirically using a simulator similar in design

Fig. 11. PSC control data of the cure cycle on the laminate described in the
text. Black dashed line: set-point profile, red solid line: measured temperature,
and blue dotted line: absolute error calculated by the method given in the text.

to the Smith predictor simulator. The parameters selected keep
the process temperature within 15% of the set point, i.e.,
within the window after an initial period of full power at the
beginning of the cycle. The performance of this controller is
limited in this application principally due to the nonlinearity
of the plant and the lack of an integrator in the control loop.
This algorithm is better suited to a linear microwave curing
setup, where microwave power is continuously variable from
zero [34]. The manufacturer’s specification for temperature
control is ±6 °C (Cytec Cycom 5320-1 Datasheet), which
this algorithm falls slightly outside of. To reduce the steady-
state error a larger gain coefficient in the window region could
be selected, however, increasing this parameter without limit
makes an approximation to a hysteresis controller exchang-
ing the steady-state error problem for a temperature ripple
problem.

A. Spatial Temperature Variation

A key outstanding problem in microwave processing is the
uniformity of heating. While the use of a domestic microwave
is inexpensive and relatively simple to convert, there is
limited scope to experiment with uniformity problems. The
converted domestic microwave is a multiple-input single-
output (MISO) system. Other than mode stirrers and rotating
coupling pieces or strategically placed absorbing materials,
little can be done to affect a change in the standing wave
pattern while a cure cycle is running. In this paper, the control
parameter is the mean of three temperature measurements
equally spaced across one diagonal of the 200-mm laminate.
An example of the individual temperature readings for the
Smith strategy is shown in Fig. 12. A wide temperature
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Fig. 12. Individual temperature measurements for the same experiment
shown in Fig. 10. Black dashed line: set point, red solid line with red down
triangle: mean temperature, cyan solid line with cyan circles: thermocouple A,
green solid line with green square: thermocouple B, and yellow solid line with
yellow up triangle: thermocouple C. Blue dotted line: applicator microwave
power demand. The upper plot is an inset of the beginning of the postcure
ramp showing more clearly the power demand and temperature ripple.

Fig. 13. Common logarithm of the magnitude of electric field, in V/cm,
normal to a plane passing through the center of the composite, viewed from
above. Exterior dimensions are in millimeter. The coupling component is in
the same position as in Fig. 1.

variation exists far exceeding the prepreg manufacturers’
specified ±6 °C.

B. Multiphysics Modeling

Multiphysics modeling is performed using COMSOL. The
FE simulation of electric field is shown in Fig. 13 for the plane
passing through the center of the composite. The EM loss
density in the composite is shown in Fig. 14. Material para-
meters are provided in Table II. The permittivity and loss
tangent are approximated from [35]. The thermal properties
of the composite have been measured using a Hot Disk
TPS 2500 S, using standard techniques. The electrical resis-
tivity is approximated from resistance measurements of a
25 mm×200 mm×1.5 mm fully cured sample using aluminum
tape tabs which are cured onto the laminate as contacts,
although more rigorous methods are available. For example,
Zantout and Zhupanska [36] report success with the following
procedure while connecting carbon composites to copper bus
bars.

1) The composite edges are sanded smooth in a progression
of differing sand paper grits, 220, 400, 600.

Fig. 14. Common logarithm of EM loss density, in V/cm3, caused by
displacement and induced currents in the laminate due to the RF field
in Fig. 13. External dimensions are in millimeter. The coupling component is
in the same position as in Fig. 1.

2) The sample is wiped clean with acetone.
3) The sanded ends are coated with an electrically conduc-

tive epoxy.
4) The expoy, having cured, is sanded smooth with 600-grit

sand paper.
5) A silver paste is applied in between the copper bus bar

and the composite.
Böhrk et al. [37] report a simpler setup using stainless steel
clamps. They used a four-wire sense connection. In this paper,
it is assumed that the parameters are independent of the depth
of cure and temperature. The microwave model is as described
in Section III. The complex permittivity of the ceramic plate
was measured, unsuccessfully, using a common free-space
insertion loss technique composed of a time domain-gated vec-
tor network analyzer and two wideband horns which face each
other with the sample interposed between them. Unfortunately
the physical dimensions of the plate are insufficient to prevent
significant edge diffraction effects from corrupting the result at
the wavelength of interest. The available setup is designed for
frequencies greater than 5 GHz. Ideally a similar setup using
a waveguide to contain the sample and prevent edge effects
would be used. The insertion loss is approximately 1 dB. It is
assumed that the ceramic is alumina (Al2O3) due to its low
cost given the mass production nature of the microwave, but
this has not been confirmed. The complex permittivity is taken
from [38].

The heating effect is found by first computing the electro-
magnetic loss density in the composite for ten positions of
the coupling disk equally spaced, 36° apart, around a circle.
This information is then used in a second simulation, which
calculates the heating effect of this EM loss on the composite
as a function of time. Heat transfer away from the composite,
by convection from the top surface, is modeled using a free
air horizontal plate approximation, but conduction into the
ceramic plate is not modeled neither is radiation.

The curing consumables (bag, breather etc.) are also not
modeled. Since the control system attempts to control the
temperature this too should be implemented in the simulation.
This is possible by coupling a MATLAB simulation of the
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TABLE II

MATERIAL ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL PARAMETERS FOR MULTIPHYSICS MODELING. X , Y , AND Z ARE AS DEFINED IN FIG. 1

Fig. 15. Temperature difference between the mean temperature for each data
set and each thermocouple or FE “probe” for three data sets over the period
of the first ramp. Smith predictor with vacuum (from Fig. 12) temperature
probe A: yellow down triangle, B: green hexagram, C: cyan diamond. Smith
predictor without vacuum temperature probe A: yellow up triangle, B: green
square, C: cyan circle. Solid lines: coupled FE simulation temperature probe
A: yellow, B: green, C: cyan.

controller to COMSOL, but it has not been attempted in this
work because the principal aim of this simulation is to estimate
the likely heating uniformity for which a constant, 160 W,
RF power is sufficient.

The simulated relative temperature distribution is substan-
tially more uniform than has been found experimentally. This
effect was investigated by running part of a cure cycle under
the same conditions as in the prior results, without any vacuum
using the Smith predictor controller. Three sets of data over
the period of the initial ramp from room temperature to 121 °C
are shown in Fig. 15. The deviation of the three thermocouples
from the mean temperature in each data set is compared. The
data sets are the coupled FE simulation, the no vacuum Smith
predictor controlled data and the with vacuum Smith predictor
data.

The “with-vacuum” Smith predictor data are also displayed
as a function of time in Fig. 12. The effect of the coupling
disk rotation can be inferred from the periodicity of the simula-
tion (solid line) data in Fig. 15. The spread of the “no-vacuum”
measured temperature in Fig. 15 is much more desirable than
the “with-vacuum” data, but comparing the simulation with

TABLE III

SUMMARY OF DSC DATA

the “no-vacuum” data there is still a considerable disparity;
however, the simplifications made during the simulation are
very likely to account for these differences.

We conclude that the majority of the spatial nonuniformity
in the measurements presented here is due to airflow over
the composite. Stray fibers cause plasma discharge early in
the cure cycle and the vacuum integrity is lost. Air from the
cavity is sucked into the vacuum bag throughout the rest of
the cure cycle.

It is not possible to predict the size of the holes or the
resulting airflow or convective heat loss, however, bagging
with copious amounts of breather material and fastidious
preparation has resulted in good vacuum integrity throughout
some other cure cycles not reported here. We have also
attempted bagging with Kapton which appears to be more
robust.

VI. COMPOSITE THERMAL ANALYSIS

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) has been conducted on three
samples, correlated with the position of the thermocouples on
three laminates cured using each of the three control systems.
DSC is a thermoanalytical technique used to interpret thermal
transitions in materials such as polymers. A TA Instruments
Q20 was used to conduct a dynamic temperature scan (heat
flux as a function of temperature) to measure any residual
exothermic heat left within a cured panel. Fig. 16 shows the
DSC results where exothermic is up. The uncured sample
enthalpy was found to be 152.36 J/g. The residual heat and
depth of cure are shown in Table III. The DSC data for the PID
laminate showed considerable position dependent variation so
several values are presented. The composite manufacturer’s
datasheet states 93% or better depth of cure should be taken
as fully cured.
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Fig. 16. DSC data for one position on each laminate overlaid with
analysis markers to provide the enthalpy. An uncured sample was measured at
152.36 J/g. Blue dashed line with squares: PID, green solid line with circles:
Smith predictor, brown dotted–dashed line with stars: PSC.

Fig. 17. Exemplar DMA data for black solid lines: Smith predictor, red long
dashed lines: PSC, green medium dashed lines: PID.

Another important property for composite materials is
the glass transition temperature (Tg), measured using a
PerkinElmer DMA800. The Tg is a measure of the tem-
perature where there is a reversible reduction in molecular
mobility, upon cooling, signifying the polymer is transitioning
from a “glassy” to a “rubbery” state (crosslinked). Three
tests were conducted per area and the results were averaged.
Areas A, B, and C are shown in Fig. 1 and correspond
to the thermocouple positions. The data are summarized
in Table IV and exemplar data are shown in Fig. 17. From
these data, area B consistently exhibits a higher Tg value
than areas A and C. This is due to the material experiencing
greater heat in the center region of the composite panel. This
is in agreement with Fig. 13, where the higher simulated
E-field in the center should result in a larger induced fiber
current and therefore ohmic heating. Laminates positioned in
areas A and C have larger temperature gradients, demonstrat-
ing that the heat distribution within these laminates is not
uniform.

VII. USE OF DOMESTIC MICROWAVE OVENS

FOR COMPOSITES RESEARCH

This section summarizes the problems and benefits of
domestic microwave use in composites research. The spatial

TABLE IV

DMA DATA SHOWING GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE FROM
THE AREA AROUND EACH THERMOCOUPLE ON ONE LAMINATE

CURED USING EACH CONTROL STRATEGY

variation of temperature is undesirable for curing laminates.
However, many studies are suited to a converted domestic
oven, in particular, those that use samples somewhat smaller
than a wavelength, for example, rheology, resin formulation,
studies involving the dispersion of particles in resins and
studies where there is thought to be a real risk of fire.

A. Problems

1) The cavity is lightly loaded. Strong standing wave
patterns are problematic in terms of heading uniformity.
A larger load is desirable, however, the volume of the
area of the oven floor is limited somewhat especially
when the space consumed by vacuum bag and consum-
ables is taken into account.

2) Stray fibers on the edge of laminate and on the
bag/breather material causes breakdown of air and bag
perforation, loss of vacuum and, therefore, loss of con-
solidation. In this paper, aluminum tape has been used
on the edge of the laminates. While this appears to
provide acceptable results, it does little to ameliorate
the problem of stray fibers, which easily puncture the
bag through being the source of a discharge. In our more
recent work, not reported here, Kapton bagging material
has proved more resilient to the effects of arcing due to
stray fibers. The arcing is due to individual stray fibers,
which are difficult to detect with the naked eye. The
arcing around individual stray fibers is not related to
any measurement or control aspects. The arcing occurs
as soon as the RF energy enters the cavity for the
first time and the bag is burst almost instantly by the
high temperature the fiber reaches. Control system opti-
mization cannot ameliorate this effect. It is something
workers must be aware of when microwaving carbon
composites. An antistatic compressed air system has
been used to remove many but often not all of the strays.
Only one stray is required to burst the bag. Despite
clean room conditions a myriad of work is conducted in
our laboratory including weaving and the dispersion of
particles and fillers. There are a lot of stray fibers in the
environment. In these circumstances it is very difficult
to remove all the stray fibers.

3) The minimum energy required for oscillation of the mag-
netron causes some unavoidable ripple in temperature
at any given position. We have shown that this can be
ameliorated to some extent by proper implementation
of existing control techniques allowing the control para-
meter to stay within the manufacturer’s recommended
range.
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4) The key problem from a control perspective is that there
is only one microwave source. There is no opportunity to
implement any multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
control techniques. This is the main limitation of the
domestic microwave.

B. Benefits

1) The domestic microwave is relatively inexpensive com-
pared to a bespoke solution, and contains both the
microwave oscillator and power supply.

2) It can be easily replaced should it break down.
3) Conversion is relatively simple.
4) By implementing a custom embedded system the control

strategy can be as complex as desired within the stated
MISO limits.

5) Ports for vacuum and thermocouples are easily added.
Mechanical features including a door, with a window and
interlocks, a light, convection oven (if considering a dual mode
heating system), a mode stirrer assuming the model of oven
has one and a steam sensor among other items are available
and generally only require some relatively trivial electronics
to interface with a microcontroller or embedded computer.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper has outlined the conversion of a low-cost domes-
tic microwave oven for use in composite curing applications.
For the first time, we have applied a PID + Smith predictor
MISO predictive control strategy to the microwave heating
of carbon fiber. We have compared this with two controllers
lacking a predictive element. Experimental data have been
provided for each control strategy based on a 200 mm ×
200 mm eight-ply prepreg laminate and the degree of cure
established for the test samples by thermal analysis techniques.
Multiphysics simulation was used to model the EM and
heating effects in the system, and a common and inexpensive
method of approximating the available microwave power was
used. The low cost of the microwave components and the ease
of conversion are desirable characteristics in this application;
nevertheless, the ultimate utility of converted microwaves is
limited by their single microwave source, which limits the
possibility of effectively controlling the energy distribution
in the cavity to promote uniform heating. Our future work
will focus on MIMO systems based on phased array, time-
switched, or variable-frequency techniques to ameliorate the
temperature inhomogeneity as far as possible.
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